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BTH - Belgische Treuhand GmbH

BTH is your partner for all your tax, VAT and accounting solutions in Belgium.

Whether you are incorporating a SME in Belgium for the first time or you are an expat with a (temporary) job offer in Belgium, BTH can guide you through each step of the process from setting-up your business, registration for VAT and performing all required accounting services.

BTH has a special focus on foreign clients and therefore earns its niche-position between the “Big Four” accounting firms and local Belgian accounting firms. Contrary to other local Belgian accounting firms, we deal with international cases daily and not ‘occasionally’. We know all the in’s and out’s including pitfalls of tax and accounting implications when doing cross-border business with Belgium and how to solve them. Contrary to the Big Four, we offer such expertise without the need to finance a big worldwide structure of offices, allowing us to present very competitive fees for such specialized advice.

Especially in the field of VAT-filings and -returns for clients outside Belgian territory, BTH has developed a strong and specialized knowledge, together with excellent contacts to the Belgian VAT-authorities.

In addition, BTH will never leave you wonder whether this is a tax question or a legal question. Thanks to our close cooperation with the Belgian law firm KOCKS & Partners*, who share the same focus on cross-border business and vision, BTH will make sure whatever question or issue crosses your way, you will get the fastest and most favorable solution for your business.
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Contact

BELGISCHE TREUHAND GmbH
Legrandlaan 41
B-1050 Brussels

info@belgischetreuhand.be

T +32 26 26 01 61
F +32 26 26 01 60
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